
Our Tactical Trousers are designed with you in mind!

At KADRI, we are revolutionising sizing using the Waist-Hip 
Variation Representation Matrix™. We believe clothing sizes should 
be as diverse as women’s shapes, not determined by set waist/
hip ratios. KADRI’s revolutionary system provides a customisable 
fit utilising three points of measurement -- waist, hip and in-seam 
-- giving the end user the option to choose a hip size up to two sizes 
larger than the waist size. This enables women to purchase trousers 
specifically built for their unique body type. KADRI is a proud for 
women, by women company.

Proper Fit - Practical Function - Durable Design.

- Eleven functional pockets; zippered front pockets to secure 
important items; bellows-designed cargo pockets with single button 
‘stealth’ closure and external pockets that will fit most common pistol 
magazines; 2 back welt pockets that hold an AR15 magazine/
larger mobile phone; 2 flap less back pockets; a small calf pocket 
perfect for a knife, flashlight, tampons etc.

- Two waist gussets providing up to 2”/5cm stretch in the waist for 
monthly weight fluctuations and room for concealed carry options.

- A crotch gusset that extends down the inner thigh to provide 
increased mobility and stretch for stronger-thighed women.

- Reinforced seat and knees with enhanced crotch gusset. UK variant 
features internal knee pads pockets.

- A mid-rise waist with crossed belt loops that accommodate up to a 
2” belt allowing for comfortable placement of a gun belt on top of 
the hip bone. It also prevents pants from riding down/slipping down 
when wearing body armour or bending over (squat-proof pants).

- Made with a top-quality 4-way stretch Nylon/Spandex blend 
that provides durability and flexibility without sacrificing comfort. 
Complete with a DWR finish to repel water.

- Developed by Female SOF Veterans.

Thomas Jacks is the exclusive UK and ROI distributor.
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